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Pre--equilibrium emission equilibrium emission : :
The method of analysis of heavy The method of analysis of heavy--ion reactions is based on the statistical theory of nuclear reac ion reactions is based on the statistical theory of nuclear reactions using Monte tions using Monte--Carlo simulation of a number of characteristics of nucleus disin Carlo simulation of a number of characteristics of nucleus disintegration (modified PACE2 code):
tegration (modified PACE2 code):
• • decay channel (n, p, alpha, gamma or fission); decay channel (n, p, alpha, gamma or fission);
• • kinetic energy of escaping particles; kinetic energy of escaping particles;
• • particle escaping angels, and (or) angular momentum of emitting particle escaping angels, and (or) angular momentum of emitting particles. particles. Probabilities of all process were estimated within Hauser Probabilities of all process were estimated within Hauser--Feshbach Feshbach model model
To describe the relaxation processes in the nuclear system produ To describe the relaxation processes in the nuclear system produced in the investigated fusion reaction ced in the investigated fusion reaction 450, 1979 450, , 450, 1979 And n n is mentioned above exciton number. The initial exciton configura is mentioned above exciton number. The initial exciton configuration tion (p (p 0 0 ,h ,h 0 0 ) ) from which the equilibration from which the equilibration process starts is the free parameter of the model. In our calcul process starts is the free parameter of the model. In our calculations we used next of the initial exciton ations we used next of the initial exciton configurations: configurations: n n 0 0 = (16p,0h) (  = (16p,0h) 
The Light Particle emission mechanisms were studied for the heav The Light Particle emission mechanisms were studied for the heavy y--ion ion reactions in the beam energy range 5 reactions in the beam energy range 5--20 20 MeV/u MeV/u with different mass with different mass-asymmetries at the entrance channel for: asymmetries at the entrance channel for: a) the same compound systems and E*, a) the same compound systems and E*, b) the same projectile energy. b) the same projectile energy.
A strong dependence of the pre A strong dependence of the pre--equilibrium emission on the projectile equilibrium emission on the projectile energy is confirmed. energy is confirmed.
Evidences of the dependence of the pre Evidences of the dependence of the pre--equilibrium emission on the equilibrium emission on the reaction entrance channel mass reaction entrance channel mass--asymmetries were found. asymmetries were found.
Experimentally obtained pre Experimentally obtained pre--equilibrium particle multiplicities and CN equilibrium particle multiplicities and CN energy losses follow a energy losses follow a systematics systematics of J 
Measurement of the pre
Measurement of the pre--equilibrium neutron spectra will provide a equilibrium neutron spectra will provide a significant contribution for the development of the theoretical significant contribution for the development of the theoretical models. models.
Study of the alpha Study of the alpha--clustering structure could be performed by measuring clustering structure could be performed by measuring two systems with alpha two systems with alpha--clustered (a good candidate is 17 clustered (a good candidate is 17--18 18 MeV/u MeV/u 16 16 O) O) and non and non--alpha alpha--clustered (a good candidate is 17 clustered (a good candidate is 17--18 18 MeV/u MeV/u 19 19 F) projectiles F) projectiles leading to the same Compound Nucleus with the same excitation en leading to the same Compound Nucleus with the same excitation energies. ergies. NUCL NUCL --EX EX --HECTOR Collaboration HECTOR Collaboration
Study of the

